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SC ALE WIN E GR O U P
Scale Wine Group represents a curated portfolio of
domestic and imported boutique wine brands to increase
their visibility in national and international markets.

Kelly Stetins

William Dale

Desmond Echavarrie, MS

Joshua Stanko

Caitlyn McCormick

W INEMA KERS
At its core, the wine business is a people business and when it comes to winemakers, we work with the best.

SOME OF OUR AWARD-WINNING WINEMAKERS:
David Tate, Sam Kaplan, Celia Welch, Andy Erickson, Barrett Anderson, Stephane Vivier, Mark Porembski, Helen
Keplinger, Jessica Tarpy, Elizabeth Tangney, Francoise Peschon, Britt Richards, Cory Waller, Thomas Rivers Brown
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Scale Wine Group and Winemakers

PO RTFO L IO - CO RE B RA ND S
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Portfolio - Core Brands

Winemaker: Britt Richards

S O NO MA COU N TY
In the fall of 1894, an intrepid caravan of settlers began
unpacking their lives on a hillside just outside Santa
Rosa, CA. Fueled by the invigorating optimism of starting a new life, they ventured to start an experiment in
search of a more harmonious existence. The place they
called Altruria would became one of California’s first
Utopian colonies.
Every sip of Altruria wines is a step back to a time and
place that embodies the pioneering spirit of the West,
freedom of thought, and the tradition of American
collectivism that has played a unique role in the great
history of California.

Winemaker Britt Richards
5

Altruria

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2020
The 2020 Altruria Cabernet Sauvignon
offers a highly perfumed expression of dark
fruit and spice. Initial aromas of blueberry, pomegranate, violets, and Thai spices
instantly reveal the darker nature of this
vintage. The palate confirms dark fruit
flavors of blackberry, and açai. Intriguing
flavors of bergamot tea, dried citrus peel
and vanilla bean build complexity and
nuance. The structure is driven by firm skin
tannins. While this wine shows its youthful
exuberance now, it also conveys glimpses
of a great capacity to evolve over time. We
just wish we had more to save!

12x750ml
$30/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Stephane Vivier & Dan Petroski

NAPA VALLEY
Born from a monthly tasting group of seven Napa
Valley tastemakers—Barrett Anderson, Brennan
Anderson, Jason Heller, Cameron Hobel, Dan
Petroski, Mark Porembski and Stephane Vivier—each highly regarded among their peers for
their contributions to the wine profession as
winemakers, sommeliers and national salesmen.
Together, they pooled their resources, talents and
relationships to access some of Napa Valley’s best
sustainably farmed fruit and all the winemaking
necessities to get their wine into bottle.
7
Band of Vintners

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019
The 2019 Band of Vintners Cabernet
Sauvignon was defined by a long, warm
summer and a mild finish to the growing
season. Very few heat spikes and foggy
mornings set the stage for a vibrant and
expressive wine that is easy to drink now. In
the glass, a spice box awakens the olfactory
senses followed by sandalwood, lightly
toasted oak barrels, a slice of warm brioche,
and violets. The acidity and tannins work
harmoniously together to deliver a clean
and smooth texture on the palate with
notes of blueberry and anise, as well as
an earthiness reminiscent of an old-world
profile.

12x750ml
$45/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Cory Waller

CI E NEGA VAL L E Y
Under Vine Since 1849 – Eden Rift is the oldest
continuously producing estate vineyard in California.
Located just 20 miles from the Monterey Bay, the
120-acre estate rests on the San Andreas Faultline
and is part of the Cienega Valley AVA. Early vintners
saw potential in the limestone and dolomite-rich
soil, planting Pinot Noir on the estate in 1860. Post
prohibition, the focus on Pinot Noir & Chardonnay
was lost until 2016 when Christian Pillsbury acquired
the estate. Christian assembled a team of young
industry professionals starting with winemaker Cory
Waller to once again create some of California’s most
vivid energetic Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. The extreme terraces and diverse terroir in a single contiguous valley make California’s oldest estate vineyard
one of its most exciting new projects.

Christian Pilsbury

Cory Waller
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Eden Rift Vineyards

95

PTS

ESTATE CHARDONNAY 2018
“This just takes off at the finish, with bright,
tangy acidity and plenty of minerality.
Full-bodied and so tangy and energetic.
Fantastic chardonnay. Hints of aniseed and
flint. Grows in the glass. Delicious now, but
will age beautifully.”
-James Suckling (2022)
12x750ml
$42/Bottle Retail

95

PTS

ESTATE PINOT NOIR 2018
“A layered and fine-grained pinot with
strawberry and cherry aromas and flavors.
Flint and some cranberry and watermelon,
too. Pure. Medium to full body, bright
acidity and light asphalt to the strawberry
and raspberry undertones. Drink or hold.”
-James Suckling (2022)
12x750ml
$48/Bottle Retail
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93

PTS

VALLIANT CHARDONNAY 2018
“Crushed stone with sliced-apple and citrus
undertones on the nose and palate. It’s
medium-bodied with fresh acidity and a
vivid finish. Lean and crisp. Drink now.”
-James Suckling (2022)

12x750ml
California Wholesale: $21.33/Bottle
$25/Bottle Retail

93

PTS

VALLIANT PINOT NOIR 2018
“Lots of bright cherry and strawberry
aromas with hints of cream. Medium-tofull-bodied with a medium, round-textured
mouth-feel and a delicious finish. Fruity
and yummy. Drink now.”
-James Suckling (2022)
12x750ml
California Wholesale: $21.33/Bottle
$25/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Ross Cobb

SO NO M A COU N TY
Friends and business partners since the early 90s,
Bob Zeches and Chad Richard have always shared
a love of Pinot Noir, particularly from California
and Oregon. In 2006 when the opportunity arose,
they created their first two barrels of wine –
about 50 cases of Pinot Noir. Their mission was
to conduct a long-term study of how Pinot Noir
diversely expresses itself throughout California,
and today, they’ve grown to making wines from
vineyards up and down the California Coast as
far south as the Santa Rita Hills in Santa Barbara
County and as far north as the Yorkville Highlands
in Mendocino County. In 2019, Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay virtuoso Ross Cobb joined the team as
head winemaker and greatly elevated the already
exceptional wine program.

Founders Bob Zeches and Chad Richard

12
Furthermore Wines

2020 ROSÉ OF PINOT NOIR
Soft aromas of strawberry, raspberry and
hints of stone fruit as well as peach blossom and melon. Fresh entry on the palate
with bright acid, ripe peach and strawberry
with a smooth creamy finish.

12x750ml
$28/Bottle Retail

2020 ESTATE CHARDONNAY
This wine features aromas of pineapple,
apple, maple, fig, toasted pecan, oak,
lemon zest, butterscotch, cinnamon,
fresh hay and spearmint. It has a well
balanced acidity with a plush mouthfeel, heavy weight with a lingering
peach/dried apricot finish.

12x750ml
$45/Bottle Retail

2019 RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY
PINOT NOIR
Juicy black and red cherry bring down
the house with this wine. Elegant
cinnamon and baking spice notes from
the barrel integrate well with the rich
and bright red fruit, together making
this a great example and expression of
Russian River Valley Pinot Noir.

12x750ml
$50/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Britt Richards

PA SO R OB L E S
Jack Tar is a journey of time and place told
through the tale of the bottle. An homage to
Samuel Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner, our wines are a tribute to the timehonored tradition of stewarding the land
and braving the elements to produce wines
of character that are rooted in story. Every
vintage is its own adventure, and every wine
tells a tale that we hope to be etched in the
memory of those that revel in its message.

14
Jack Tar

JACK TAR
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2020
Sourced from multiple estates throughout the
rolling hills of the appellation, intoxicatingly
aromatic waves of brooding black cherries,
Turkish tobacco, wet rock and vanilla cream crash
into the glass with unbridled force, leading into
an opulent and smooth palate of grilled plums,
crushed gravel, cigar box and spice. A plush midpalate is framed by dusty, yet formidable tannins
that linger on the finish, dragging your palate into
the fathoms below as you beg for another sip.

12x750ml
$25/Bottle Retail

THE DEVIL TO PAY
RED WINE 2019
An exotic and gothic blend of Bordeaux varieties that highlights Paso Roblesʼ wild and untamed Adalaida AVA, expressive notes of spiced
cherries, black raspberries, crushed minerals
and cocoa powder set the course for an epic
liquid journey into the deep. An array of juicy
red fruits front a palate full of cherry cola, wild
blackberries, spiced cedar, dried flowers, chocolate, hints of salinity and sweet oak, all wrapped
in lusciously sublime tannins that will have you
willingly going down with the ship.

12x750ml
$25/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Celia Welch

NA PA VAL L E Y
Keever Vineyards is a small family owned and
operated winery in Yountville, in the Napa Valley. Their first vintage was in 2002, when they
made 46 cases. A few years later, the Keever
brand had achieved some moderate recognition, and based on that they decided to build
their winery and dig their cave. Keever Vineyards currently produces around
2,000 cases annually.
Celia Welch Born and raised in Medford, Oregon, as the daughter of an avid wine collector
and enthusiastic home winemaker, Celia had
an early introduction to both wine appreciation
and the basics of winemaking. Realizing that
professional winemaking would combine her
early fascination with flavors and aromas, her
strengths in science and her love of the rural
lifestyle, she decided to attend the University of
California at Davis and study Enology; the study
of winemaking. She earned her B.S. degree in
Fermentation Science in 1982. Celia is an independent winemaker for a limited selection of
award winning Napa Valley wineries such as
Scarecrow Vineyards.
16
Keever Vineyards

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2020
In the glass, this lovely Sauvignon Blanc
shows bright fresh pineapple, orange zest,
white floral notes, and a somewhat spicy
lemongrass aroma. On the palate the entry
reflects many of those citrus notes again, but
adds a touch of mineral saltiness as well as
undertones of cinnamon and vanilla. 100%
Sauvignon Blanc.
12x750ml
$32/Bottle Retail

92

PTS

INSPIRADO RED 2017
“The 2017 Inspirado is composed of 84% Cabernet
Sauvignon, 10% Merlot, 3% Cabernet Franc and
3% Petit Verdot. Medium to deep garnet-purple,
it jumps up out of the glass with sit-up-and-beg
notes of Morello cherries, boysenberries, preserved
plums and wild blueberries plus touches of dried
roses, cinnamon stick and yeast extract. Medium
to full-bodied, the palate is filled with juicy red and
black fruit preserves, with loads of freshness and
a grainy texture, finishing with great length and
vivacity.” -LPB

12x750ml
$80/Bottle Retail
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2017
“Made from 100% Cabernet Sauvignon, the
2017 Cabernet Sauvignon gives a deep garnet-purple and has quite a serious, slightly
closed nose of warm blackcurrants, black
cherry compote, baked plums and espresso
with hints of forest floor, truffles and tar.
Medium to full bodied, the palate is packed
with black fruit preserves and savory layers,
with a chewy texture and plenty of freshness
on the long, earthy finish. 600 cases were
made.” -Robert Parker, 2019
12x750ml
$135/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Britt Richards

NA PA VAL L E Y
Born from the idea of marrying great farmers with exceptional winemaking, Récoltant is a pure expression of
Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon sourced from one of
the world’s most revered vinous landscapes. The result
is a wine rooted in transparency, authenticity and a true
sense of place.

Winemaker Britt Richards

In French, Récoltant is defined as one who grows and produces their own fruit. We use longstanding relationships
to source fruit from some of Napa Valley’s best farmers
and vineyards with the goal of producing a wine that
represents our love and admiration for the appellation
we call home that pens its own evolving story with every
vintage.
19

Recoltant

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019
The dark brooding aromatics from this wine come
from one of the best vintages mother nature has
given Napa Valley this decade. A beautiful blend
of dense lilac and violets with dark raspberry and
fresh cassis on the nose. Followed by balance with
ripe and fresh black and red fruits with gentle acidity and generous tannins. The wine finishes with
finesse and polish.

12x750ml
$45/Bottle Retail

RESERVE CABERNET
SAUVIGNON 2019
Black plums, boysenberry and black currants open
to an array of spices including clove, nutmeg and
grains of paradise. Poignant tannins, softened by
an opulent and substantive texture catapult the finish of this wine. Very impressive in its youth, it will
certainly age and evolve well for the next decade.

12x750ml
$80/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Helen Keplinger

NA PA VAL L E Y
The quality of wine is based on the quality of all its inputs – good vineyards, smart
farming, pure and focused winemaking –
ultimately attention and TLC at every step.
Helen Keplinger makes this wine from the
vineyards to the bottle, working closely with
grape growers from awesome little sites in
Napa Valley, Sonoma County, and the Sierra
Foothills. Helen looks for interesting sites
with great dirt, she farms them with care and
thought, and uses traditional winemaking to
craft an honest wine, the result is an artisanal
red wine blend to match any occasion, any
food, any time. Vermillion is a terroir-driven,
delicious, hand-crafted wine to be enjoyed
any night of the week.
21
Vermillion Red

RED BLEND 2019
The 2019 Vermillion sings with aromas of wild
strawberry, licorice, blood orange, Earl Grey tea,
black raspberry, cinnamon stick, spice box, pot
pourri, rose oil. The gorgeous, silky entry opens to
layers of berries, dried flower, baking spices, and
terra cotta underpinned by fine tannins and a long,
sweet and savory finish.

12x750ml
$35/Bottle Retail
22
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Winemaker: Andy Erickson

Winemaker Andy Erickson

NA PA VAL L E Y
It has been called Napa Valley’s last frontier. Just over the peak of Howell Mountain,
alongside Pritchard Hill, is a place less-traveled yet full of promise. Here, the adventurous Cervantes family pairs with a renowned
team, including winemaker Andy Erickson of
Screaming Eagle Fame. This amazing 1,100
acre ranch marks the highest profile project
for Andy Erickson and Xavier Cervantes where
they are growing text book Napa Valley hill
side wines where wild deer and bears still
roam that are being sought after by top wine
collectors, sommeliers and fine wine shops.

24

Cervantes Family Vineyards

97

PTS

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018
“The 2018 Cabernet Sauvignon MMXIII is composed of Cabernet Sauvignon (86%), Malbec (9%)
and Cabernet Franc (5%). Deep garnet-purple in
color, it leaps from the glass with vibrant notes of
crushed blackcurrants, wild blueberries and ripe
blackberries, plus hints of menthol, violets and
dark chocolate. The medium to full-bodied palate
is jam-packed with juicy black fruits and is wonderfully plush, featuring a lively backbone with
loads of spiciness coming through on the long
finish.” -L.P.B (The Wine Advocate)

12x750ml
$150/Bottle Retail

98

PTS

BLACKTAIL RED WINE 2018
“We don’t have anything in mind about what the
final blend will be each year,” winemaker Andy
Erickson said about this Blacktail blend. “We want
to create something that is unique to the place this
year.” The 2018 Blacktail Proprietary Red Blend
MMXIII is composed of 27% Cabernet Franc, 23%
Cabernet Sauvignon, 23% Malbec, 23% Petite
Sirah and 4% Petit Verdot. Deep garnet-purple in
color, it bursts with flamboyant blue fruits, plum
preserves and black cherry compote notes, with
hints of rose oil, Indian spices, camphor and pencil
lead plus a waft of truffles. The intense, full-bodied
palate delivers wonderfully ripe, rounded tannins
with beautiful poise, leading to a long floral finish.
Amazing wine!” -L.P.B (The Wine Advocate)

6x750ml
$150/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker of the Year:
Francoise Peschon

Winemaker: Francoise Peschon

SP RI NG M O U N TAIN,
SO NO M A COU N TY
Twenty years ago on the top of Spring Mountain, Henry and Vanessa Cornell purchased
a plot of rugged, untamed ground on a former stagecoach route where vines had been
tended by early settlers. With respect for the
land foremost in their minds, they returned
the rolling hillsides to vineyards. Two hundred and forty wild acres with sweeping views
contain twenty acres of obsessively farmed
vineyard blocks, each with its own distinctive
imprint. Under the guidance of winemakers
Francoise Peschon and Elizabeth Tangney,
Cornell Vineyards strives to make a Cabernet
Sauvignon that is faithful to the diversity of
this impressive land.

Henry & Vanessa Cornell
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Cornell Vineyards

98

PTS

ANTONIO GALLONI, VINOUS
ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018
“The 2018 Cabernet Sauvignon is elegant and nuanced
from the very first taste. Over the last year, the 2018
has developed from a powerhouse into a much more
refined wine. There is plenty of mountain tannin and
structure, but those elements are completely enrobed
by the fruit. Hints of iron, cedar, dried herbs, mint and
sweet red cherry fruit emerge with a bit of time in the
glass. The 2018 is a very rare, quintessentially elegant
mountain Cabernet. Best of all, the 2018 won’t take
years to come together. I would drink it ahead of the
2016 or 2017, but if opened young it needs several
hours of aeration.” - Antonio Galloni, Vinous
12x750ml
$150/Bottle Retail

92

PTS

ANTONIO GALLONI, VINOUS
COURTSHIP CABERNET
SAUVIGNON 2019
“The 2019 Courtship offers a bit more juiciness and
immediacy than the flagship Cabernet, along with
all of the energy and freshness of its sibling, all of
which makes for a gorgeous wine that captures the
essence of the house style and can be enjoyed with
minimal cellaring. Crushed red berry fruit, spice,
rose petal and a touch of new oak lend energy.
Courtship is a very beautiful second wine, although
that definition does not really do it full justice.”
- Antonio Galloni, Vinous
6x750ml
$85/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Connor McMahon

PAS O RO B L E S
Fulldraw began in 2012 when Connor McMahon jumped on the
opportunity to acquire a 100-acre vineyard site in the Templeton
Gap of west side Paso Robles. He & Rebecca met later that year.
Both came into wine differently – Rebecca studied at UC Davis
and received her degree in Viticulture & Oenology, and Connor
likes to say he “turned a vice into a career.”
With six years of winemaking and farming experience at adjacent property, Booker Vineyard, Connor understood that with
its limestone soils and cooling maritime influences, this was a
place where the Rhône varieties he loved would thrive. Connor
works closely with crew members following organic and sustainable farming practices in order to best take advantage of
the site’s demanding soil and extreme exposures. Fulldraw aims
to create a sustainable and healthy environment for each and
every vine in order for the resulting fruit to translate into beautifully balanced wines that fully express the unique place that is
their home.
Connor & Rebecca live with their daughter, Maeve, son, Winston, and their German Shorthair Pointer, Yadi, on the vineyard.
Winemaking and grape growing is not just a way to make a
living – it’s an everyday integral part of life. Whether on a family
walk through the vines or blending in the winery, the Fulldraw
team makes every decision with the health and integrity of their
family and home in mind.

Fulldraw Vineyards
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FULLDRAW VINEYARD FD2 2018
The 2018 FD2 was aged a little longer in barrel to
soften the palate and make it more approachable
upon opening. It expresses strong structure and intense flavor characteristics typical of Fulldraw fruit.
Bright, juicy strawberry notes from the Grenache
rounded out by dark and concentrated flavors as
well as velvety texture coming from Syrah.

12x750ml
$55/Bottle Retail

FULLDRAW VINEYARD
CHOPPING BLOCK 2018

94

PTS

“A Southern Rhône-like blend of 49% Syrah, 34%
Grenache, and 17% Mourvèdre that spent 18
months in 50% new French oak, the 2018 Chopping
Block has a big, opulent nose of smoked black
fruits, black licorice, pot roast, and peppered meatlike aromas and flavors. This deep, powerful, inky
colored effeffort stays balanced and relatively light
on its feet and has a stacked mid-palate as well as
a great finish. It’s not for the Pinot Noir-only crowd
out there, but it offers incredible pleasure.”
- Jeb DunnucK

12x750ml
$90/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Alex Kanzler

RUSSI A N R IV E R VA L L EY
Winemaker Alex Kanzler produces a limited 2,000 cases of Pinot
Noir and Chardonnay from the cool western edge of Sonoma
County’s Russian River Valley. Planted just eight miles from the
Pacific Ocean, the renowned 15-acre Kanzler Vineyard was one of
the first established in the rolling hills southwest of the town of
Sebastopol, Calif.
The growing region—now informally called the Sebastopol Hills
neighborhood—was once thought to be too cool for grapes. It
has proven ideal for the notoriously difficult Pinot Noir, which enjoys the well-drained Goldridge soil predominant here, and sunny summers tempered by cooling ocean breezes. Most nights the
fog rolls in too, allowing grapes to ripen slowly and develop the
deep, complex flavors for which the Kanzler Vineyard is known.
Alex’s wife Breauna Kanzler allocates bottles via the mailing list
during biannual offerings. She also hosts tastings and tours for
overnight guests of the estate vineyard house.
The vineyard’s sought-after grapes have been featured in vineyard designate wines by other top producers such as Kosta
Browne and Lynmar Estate; the vineyard is the sole source of
over 60 wines rated 90 to 98 points by Wine Spectator.

30

Kanzler Vineyards was founded in 1996.

Kanzler Vineyards

RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY PINOT NOIR 2020
Incredibly compelling and fun to drink, this Pinot
Noir seems to offer up something new with every
sniff and taste. The aromatics are replete with
violet, blueberry, huckleberry, green olives, cured
meat, and pine needles. The palate delivers red
berries, integrated French oak, hibiscus, rhubarb
and red licorice. The texture is layered and intense
with a long, tingling finish. Dense and powerful but
light on its feet.

12x750ml
$60/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Helen Keplinger

OAKVILLE AVA
AMADOR COUNTY
THE SIERRA FOOTHILLS
RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY
Keplinger strives to create seamlessly-crafted,
terroir-driven, Rhone varietal wines from
diverse sites in Napa, Sonoma & Sierra Foothills. All the vineyards are hillside or mountain sites, carefully farmed for small berries
and concentrated flavors, in close collaboration with Helen. The wines are made in
small lots, with careful attention paid to every
detail. Keplinger constantly strives to make
unique wines that are expressions of their
vineyards and vintages. Today, production of
nine boutique cuvees totals 1,600 cases, and
a single vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon from
Oakville Ranch Vineyard, Oakville AVA has
been added to the lineup.
Very limited
Inquire regarding current inventory

32
Keplinger Wines

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018
This is a massive and dense wine, inky in color
with cassis, lavender, hints of mint, espresso,
and black peppercorn. It exhibits a beautiful dark
nose of red, purple and black fruits with savory
spice accents and floral notes – sweet peas and
flowering thyme. It has a super silky entry with
loads of fine espresso tannins, and texture for
minutes.

12x750ml
$200/Bottle Retail

LITHIC 2018
The 2019 Lithic is deeply perfumed, with heady
aromatics of lavender, boysenberry, strawberries,
orange blossom, Darjeeling tea, leather, rose petal,
and baking spices. The gorgeous, silky entry opens
to delicious flavors of red and purple fruits, clove,
potpourri, cinnamon stick, which persistent to the
ethereal, long finish.

12x750ml
$85/Bottle Retail
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SUMŌ 2019
The 2019 Sumo has a deep, dark nose of brambly blackberry, blueberry jam, black licorice,
black cherry stones, violets, cassis bud, cedar,
and a hint of white pepper. The palate has a
silky entry with seamless, velvet-textured tannins throughout to the finish, subtly framing the
blue and black fruit, asphalt, cherry blossom,
dried herb and spice flavors on the palate.

12x750ml
$85/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Sam Kaplan

S O NO M A COAST
In Latin, MAXEM has the distinction of meaning “best
of the best.” It also combines our two children’s
names, Max and Emma. With the Ulises Valdez Vineyard as our source, we make Pinot Noir from the historical Calera clone and Chardonnay from the equally
acclaimed Wente clone. Sam is winemaker; Nancy,
with her laser palate, has an equal say. The grapes
lend themselves to the style of wines we both love:
exquisitely balanced with bright acids and high tones
yet richly textured and possessing full depth of flavor.
It is our palates that have driven us here, to this style
of wine and especially to the amazing UV Vineyard.
For nearly two decades we helped other people fulfil
their dreams. Now it’s our turn. We know we’ve been
lucky to work with some of the best in the business.
Sam, in his winemaking career, has been on the
ground floor of some of Napa Valley’s most exciting wine projects in recent history, helping to plant
vineyards, build wineries and cement reputations
with wines that speak of the unparalleled sites in
which they’re grown. Nancy, as a chef, spent years in
top restaurants in New York and Napa Valley, honing
her craft and her palate beside celebrated chefs who
demanded nothing less than perfection.
				
			
- Sam and Nancy Kaplan
35
Maxem

94-96

PTS

CHARDONNAY UV VINEYARD 2019
“Made from 100% Wente Clone Chardonnay, this barrel sample of the 2019 Chardonnay UV Vineyard is set
to be aged for 15 months in French oak and concrete
egg. It delivers notes of crushed rocks and chalk dust
over a core of white peaches and fresh pears plus
a hint of toasted almonds. Medium to full-bodied,
it is wonderfully expressive in the mouth with tons
of stone fruit and spicy layers, ﬁnishing with great
length.” -LPB, 2019

12x750ml
$100/Bottle Retail

95-97+

PTS

CHARDONNAY LUCKY WELL 2019
“Tasted as a barrel sample, the nose opens with
super intense notions of pink grapefruit, green guava
and lemon tart, plus hints of sea spray, jasmine and
yuzu zest. Medium to full-bodied, it explodes in the
mouth with citrus and tropical layers with a silken
texture and a taut, crisp line of freshness, finishing
long and mineral-laced. 220 cases are due to be
made.” -LPB, 2021

12x750ml
$100/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Sam Kaplan

Winemaker Sam Kaplan

NA PA VA L L E Y
Memento Mori is named for a life-embracing philosophy born
of a deep appreciation for the ties that bind. Each of its three
founders, Adriel Lares, Hayes Drum Wright and Adam Craun
have triumphed over adversity and learned to value not only
life, but the passion and hard work that drives it. This has
made them uniquely equipped to launch this uncompromising brand. Not wanting to wait until they were in their sundown years, the three founders started Memento Mori, which
means “remember your mortality” in Latin, with the express
intent of ‘Remembering to Live”. The team’s first vintage was
in 2010 and they only produced 150 cases to ensure quality
and hone the wine’s direction. They source from famed vineyards in Napa, hired one of California’s top winemakers Sam
Kaplan and have been receiving amazing scores in the high
90’s to that perfect 100-point score. This wine has become
one of California’s most sought after wines for collectors and
true lovers of Cabernet Sauvignon.

37

Memento Mori

99

PTS
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019
“Another wine that will be a candidate for
perfection in 7-8 years, the 2019 Cabernet
Sauvignon comes from a mix of sites (Dr.
Crane, Las Piedras, Vine Hill Ranch, Weitz,
and Oakville Ranch) and spends 22 months
in new barrels. Reminding me of the 2016,
it has remarkable purity in its cassis and
darker fruits as well as some obvious
minerality, full-bodied richness, perfect
balance, and building, subtle notes of
violets, graphite, and chocolate. A brilliant
wine, hide bottles for 4-6 years and enjoy
over the following two decades or more.”
- Jeb Dunnuck (March 2022)
3x750ml
$275/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Thomas Rivers Brown

RUSSI A N R IV E R VA L L EY
The concept of Shibumi, a Japanese word means
“The pursuit of perfection through simplicity”,
“Effortless Perfection” or Understated Elegance”.
Shibumi Knoll Vineyards is a small knoll just north of
Saint Helena in the heart of the Napa Valley. Included
in this two-acre parcel is a rocky 75-acre Cabernet
vineyard planted in 1996. This beautiful estate shows
the grace of Napa Valley Cabernet with hints of a
great red Bordeaux. The first vintage was 2003.
The Shibumi Knoll Buena Tierra Chardonnay has
proven to be among the best in the country. The 2005
vintage received a 97 from the Wine Spectator, tied
for the highest score given a California Chardonnay in
a decade. This Chardonnay comes from a block of 50
year old vines that produce exquisite wine year after
year. This chardonnay will blow you away. The first
vintage was 2003.

Thomas Rivers Brown
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Shibumi Knoll Vineyards
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CHARDONNAY 2017
“The 2017 Chardonnay Buena Tierra Vineyard conjures up provocative notions of buttered popcorn,
crme brle and almond tar over a core of poached
pears, peach cobbler and guava with a hint of
crushed rocks. The medium to full-bodied palate
delivers gorgeous tension with an opulent oiliness
to the texture and loads of savory-accented stone
fruit layers, finishing on a lingering spicy note.”
-LPB, Jan 2019

6x750ml
$120/Bottle Retail
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PINOT NOIR 2018
This Pinot Noir has a beautiful deep rich raspberry color. There are hints of cherry, plum,
strawberry, raisin and rose petals on the nose.
Lemon sage and an earthiness are evident on
the palate with a nice pepper tickle on the back
of the throat. This mouthfeel gradually segues
into a smooth, gentle, and lingering finish you
won’t want to go away. There’s a wonderful elegance in this gorgeous Burgundian Pinot.
The taste will take you away and soothe your
soul.

6x750ml
$80/Bottle Retail

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018
This vintage of Cabernet is intense and delicious. It’s bold and earthy with a nose depicting
that of our Napa terroir. You get hints of dirt,
stone and turned soil. There’s balance and
structure with tastes of plum and currant.
The texture is smooth with a long mouth feel.
This cabernet is the perfect wine for a candlelit
winters’ night, with a huge roaring fire and
a beautiful dinner of Filet mignon, roasted
vegetables and a rich scrumptious chocolate
dessert.

12x750ml
$130/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: David Tate

NA PA VAL L E Y
David Tate, a native of British Columbia, Canada, is
the Winemaker and Founder of TATE along with his
wife Suzanne Tate. This cutting edge brilliant wine
team was established in 2011. The Tates are known
for single expression wines from independently
owned micro-vineyards across the valley floor and
mountain sides of the Napa Valley.
David has also been the General Manager and
winemaker for Barnett Vineyards atop Spring
Mountain in the Napa Valley since 2007. From their
small start of 400 cases, TATE is now producing
just over 1,000 cases annually of Chardonnay from
Yountville, Merlot from Calistoga, and singlevineyard Cabernet Sauvignons from St. Helena,
Mt. Veeder and Howell Mountain.
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Tate Wines

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2021
The 2021 Sauvignon Blanc has a beautiful, layered
nose. Immediate quince and apricots are layered
with fresh honeysuckle. This is all matched with a
myriad of citrus aromatics and fresh, spring rain.
The palate is light and fresh with a slight richness
that is rare for Sauvignon Blanc. Lighter stone fruit
and honeycomb emerge as the wine moves to its
bright but not overbearing acidity. The wine has a
beautiful long honeysuckle finish. This is a powerful wine, both the aromatics and mid palate and is
meant to be enjoyed chilled in its youth.

12x750ml
$28/Bottle Retail

JACK’S VINEYARD
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019
The 2019 Howell Mountain is the most concentrated we have produced. The color is opaque dark
purple, even the rim. Cassis concentrate and black
raspberry fruit jump from the glass. A cocoa nib,
coffee, eucalyptus mix starts to emerge and gets
stronger as one swirls the glass. The mid palate is
very rich and lush, with more black fruit being met
by the new oak flavors of vanilla and cigar box. The
tannins are some of the firmest from this vineyard
so far, and although big and chalky they are met by
beautifully balancing mountain acidity. This wonderful micro production wine will reward anyone
with the patience to allow the tannins to mellow
and bottle bouquet to develop over the next 15-16
years (2036-2037).

6x750ml
$125/Bottle Retail
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REASON VINEYARD MERLOT 2018
The aromas of the 2018 Spring Street Merlot jump from
the glass. Fresh raspberry and black licorice are matched
with white chocolate and acai berry. Gravel minerality is
also evident under the fruit. The palate is rich and lush
with some blueberry and mocha starting to emerge. The
wine has exceptionally soft tannins, and light acidity,
both present but nothing out of balance. The wine is
lively and drinkable in its youth, but some aging will definitely reward the drinker, 7-8 years (2027-2028).

12x750ml
$55/Bottle Retail

MT. VEEDER CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019
This is one of the darkest wines Tate has ever produced.
Near black in color at the core the rim is opaque dark purple. In its youth the wine is dark and brooding not showing
much at first. After a few seconds big black currant and
peppercorn spice begin to emerge followed by black chocolate and cedar all moderated by the soft vanilla oak spice.
The initial mouthfeel is silky and plush, then the chalky
tannins start to emerge and grow. It is more blackberry
than blackcurrant on the palate with sweet spices of cinnamon and cloves. This massive stunning wine needs time in
bottle to reach its peak.

6x750ml
$75/Bottle Retail

SPRING STREET CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019
The 2019 Spring Street Cabernet Sauvignon may be the
most sizeable Spring Street Cabernet that we ever made. A
beautiful mid purple hue comes from the glass. Aromatics
of blueberry pie, vanilla bean and pomegranate concentrate are immediately apparent with slight fragrances of
coffee grounds, cedar and black licorice. There is pleasant
richness to the wine, where more sweet spices of clover
and cinnamon start to emerge alongside the bright red
fruit. This more sizeable valley floor wine will age wonderfully over the next 8-9 years (2029-2030).

12x750ml
$60/Bottle Retail
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NA PA VA L L E Y
“Over the last four decades, I’ve walked almost every corner
of the Napa Valley striving to understand exactly what
makes a great wine. When I founded TOR Wines, the plan
was simple. Our wines would come from only the best blocks
in great vineyard sites I knew and revered.” –Tor Kenward
TOR wines focus on single-vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon
and Chardonnay, cuvées and Bordeaux varietals—each
wine is handmade and bottled in a very small quantity.
Their secret is to stay out of the way, not to manipulate—
preserve a place in time, capture it in a bottle.

Tor Kenward

The TOR winemaking team has been together since the
beginning. Jeff Ames is winemaker, and Tor and Jeff share
a simple rule: the vineyard, not a heavy winemaker’s hand,
is showcased. Each wine is nurtured to bottle unfiltered
and unfined.
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TOR Wines
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INTERNATIONAL WINE REPORT
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
OAKVILLE 2019
The vintage shows the classic Oakville cabernet
notes of cassis, wet earth and black cherry. Upon
tasting you are struck with the very rich/dense and
long palate that shows the lift and brightness that
Oakville brings to cabernet. There is bittersweet
chocolate, mint, tobacco and espresso as the wine
tails off to a long and silky finish.

12x750ml
$110/Bottle Retail
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON
TIERRA ROJA VINEYARD 2019
“Aromas of tile, dust, terra cotta and red fruit
follow through to a full-bodied palate with clearly defined tannins that are layered and fresh. So
drinkable and pretty. Drink or hold.” - JS

12x750ml
$175/Bottle Retail
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON
MELANSON VINEYARD 2019
“Crushed stone and blackberries with some black
pepper. Granite and pine cone, too. Medium-to
full-bodied, firm and racy with a long finish. Wonderful typicity. Drink after 2025.” - JS

12x750ml
$250/Bottle Retail
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INTERNATIONAL WINE REPORT
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
TO KALON VINEYARD 2019

This year’s wine includes the largest percentage
of Cabernet Franc that we have ever had in a To
Kalon, and wow! what that did! This year’s version
has all of the depth and richness that you expect
from a To Kalon Cabernet but with much more
refined tannins and a slight rosewater, tobacco
edge that is not normally there. In addition, the
lift and freshness that the addition of the Franc
added makes this perhaps the most food friendly
To Kalon we have ever made.

12x750ml
$300/Bottle Retail
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CHASING WINDMILLS
GRENACHE, FULLDRAW
VINEYARD 2019
The 2019 Chasing Windmills shows the plushness
and abundance of sweet fruit that you come to
expect from Grenachebased wines from Paso
Robles. This is seamless from front to back with
a tremendous mid-palate richness and density
to it. Packed with loads of blue and black fruits
like blueberries, blackberries and black currants
with hints of cumin, mint and cedar. This wine is
extremely approachable now with an hour of air
or so but should sail for several years in the cellar.

12x750ml
$95/Bottle Retail

CHARDONNAY
CUVEE TORCHIANA 2020
The 2020 Beresini vineyard chardonnay shows
its classic lanolin, waxy, honeycomb nose with
lemon curd, sweet butter, salt spray on the palate.
The length of the palate and how long the finish
lingers is always a trademark of Beresini but this
year’s seems to hang on for that extra bit of time
and is particularly silky and refined.

12x750ml
$95/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Philipp Bossert

RH E I N H E SS E N
Philipp and Johanna proudly present wine
that’s been carefully crafted by hand using only
the best grapes from their best vineyards. Their
new wine line pairs a distinct concept with
exquisite craftsmanship.
With vineyards situated around their hometown
of Gundersheim, the pair enjoys the benefits of
rich soil allowing the grapes to ripen slowly
giving them a great flavor density.
They’ve chosen to shape their Pinot Noir vines
in the “Lyre” method; this is a rare method
where the branches are formed into a canopy
reminiscent of the top of a stringed instrument.
This leads to better ventilation of the grapes
and guarantees perfect ripeness. The vineyards
are also defoliated by local sheep; this is an
organic method that isn’t commonly used.
Together the pair have interned at some of
Europe’s most prestigious wineries in
Switzerland, Austria, Germany and France. They
use the knowledge and experience they’ve
acquired and work together during cultivation
and harvest. Their limestone rich fields are
harvested by hand and the grapes are carefully
looked over to ensure the highest quality.
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Weingut Bossert

PINOT BLANC 2020
The 2020 Pinot Blanc is a pale yellow with
green reflections. Aromas of white flower,
white peach, and banana peel. Medium bodied, with just ripe fruits of peach, lemon, white
strawberry, and banana. The acid leads this
wine making it perfect for salads, seafood,
chicken and pork.

12x750ml
$16/Bottle Retail

SPATBURGUNDER 2015
This Delicate ruby-hued wine starts out very subtly
on the nose with pleasantly restrained aromas of
alpine strawberry, wet river stones and fenugreek.
The ethereal personality extends to a palate which
is actually very fruitful and borderline opulent
while maintaining remarkable precision of texture/
structure. The vibrant acidity helps to lift strawberry, rhubarb, and bing cherry fruit to the forefront
while broad background flavors of stone and fresh
cut herbs delineate clear edges for the succinct yet
elegant finish.

12x750ml
$15/Bottle Retail
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GUNDERSHEIM RIESLING 2016
The 2016 Gundersheim Riesling is visually brilliant
with a shimmering gold color. Orange blossom,
lime Sour Patch candy and flintstone. Very delicate approach with a fully textured mid-palate and
lip-smacking acidity. A very fun wine that will pair
perfectly with sunshine but will also cheer you up
when skies are gray.

12x750ml
$17/Bottle Retail

KÖNIGSTUHL RIESLING 2016
Matching the brilliance of its gold capsule, the look
and feel of this Riesling is joyful. The spritzy texture launches sour lemon candy flavors while floral
blossoms and gardenias provide aromatic allure.
Seriously intense pure mineral flavors give depth
and a seriousness not often associated with Riesling.
The perfect dry style from a “Grand Cru” site with an
amazing family getting the very best from each vine.

12x750ml
$52/Bottle Retail

RHEINHESSEN RIESLING 2017
The 2017 Rheinhessen Riesling has a pale gold color.
Aromatics of daisy and magnolia, honey, paraffin,
and white pear. Vibrant yellow apple, yellow cherry,
honeyed pear, chamomile, and limestone on the palate. The acidity is well balanced and gives incredible
energy to the wine. Enjoy with hard cheese, spicy
vegetable and seafood, and lighter proteins.

12x750ml
$22/Bottle Retail
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Winemaker: Julien Launois

C H A M PAG N E
Three generations of the Launois family have
remained faithful stewards of 6.5 hectares of
Chardonnay vines in the Grand Cru village of
Le Mesnil-sur-Oger, in the heart of the Cote de
Blancs region of Champagne. The husband
and wife team of Julien and Sarah craft these
wines by hand as they raise their young son
Paul to one day carry on the family legacy.
Traditionally offering their grapes to the
village cooperative, In a great turning point
of the family story, Julien and Sarah Launois
decided to become producers as well as
growers. Their handmade cuveés are as
delightful as they are rare. They believe that
Champagne is a product of luxury and quality, but also a vector of contacts and openness
to the world. Anxious to keep this spirit, they
will welcome you to the property to share
with you their love of incredible wine. This is
one place you truly must visit.
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Champagne Paul Launois

MONOCHROME BLANC DE BLANCS
The nose is a delicate blend of high-toned citrus and
white flowers, leading into a vibrant and floral palate
that possesses both precision and purity. Bright gold
with tinges of fluorescent green, fine and persistent
bubbles assist in developing a rich mid-palate while still
allowing the wine to maintain natural tension and acidity. Monochrome was made completely at Julien’s new
winery, making this the first bottling we have imported
from him that is entirely Recoltant-Manipulant.

6x750ml
SOLD OUT

COMPOSITION BLANC DE BLANCS
Composition is a true expression of Le Mesnil terroir
through the lens of Julien Launois. All bottles are hand
riddled and disgorged “A la Voleé.” True love and care
goes into the preparation and minimal dosage of each
bottle. This third release of Composition is based on
the 2017 harvest. The wine is elegant with unending
minerality and a vibrant texture. More a Ferrari than a
Rolls Royce, this Champagne is exquisite and laser-like
simultaneously.

6x750ml
SOLD OUT

ILLUSTRATION BLANC DE BLANCS
This Blanc de Blancs Grand Cru champagne is produced
in Mesnil-sur-Oger, in the prestigious Côte des Blancs,
the land of choice for the Chardonnay grape. Its reduced content of dosage liquor makes it a champagne
“Extra Brut”. This bias allows the wine to express more
freely the finesse of its aromas as well as the identity
of the terroir. The Illustration cuvée is distinguished by
its originality, woody and mineral. The chalky terroir
associated with the oak barrel reveals all ts aromatic
potential: toasted and salty.

12x750ml
SOLD OUT
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Winemaker: Jean Lallement

CH A M PAG N E
The husband-and-wife team of Jean and
Virginie Lallement of Champagne JuilletLallement carry on a family tradition spanning
three generations in the Grand Cru village of
Verzy in the heart of “La Montagne de Reims.”
The domaine was founded in the early 1900’s
and the Lallement family has been focused on
farming and quality control as the house slowly
increased land holdings over the last century.
Jean Lallement blends the different cuvees
himself. All the vinification is now carried out in
thermo-regulated stainless-steel vats, which
allows him to preserve the freshness on his
reserve wines and brings exceptional quality to
his Champagne. Some vintages are also aged in
300 litres oak barrels, made with local wood
from the Verzy forest.
Champagne Juillet-Lalle ment produces precise
wines, showing elegance, minerality and above
all a true personality. They reflect the terroir of
“La Montagne de Reims” which has a northern
exposure, ensuring cool winds preserve great
acidity in the wines. The farming philosophies
of Juillet-Lallement respect nature and their
commitment to sustainable viticulture will help
to ensure the house will continue to thrive in
the next century.

Champagne Juillet-Lallement
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BRUT SELECTION GRAND CRU
This champagne takes on a clear yellow robe. The fine
and abundant effervescence produces an unctuous
mousse. The nose is a complex blend in part of yellow
fruit aromas (peach, apricot), and a few hints of exotic
fruits such as mango and pineapple. The attack is direct,
the dosage perfectly balanced. The mouth is greedy
revealing a subtle mix of citrus and white flowers. A
Champagne which is perfect for a cocktail or an aperitif,
as well as suited for all occasions.

6x750ml
$50/Bottle Retail

BRUT ROSÉ
This champagne takes on a shiny robe with a beautiful
tint of pink salmon. The fine effervescence yields a lovely small trail of bubbles. The nose is characterized by
scents of wild strawberries and of blackcurrants. To this
is also added a light note of licorice. In the mouth, the
vivacious attack reveals aromas of small, candied fruit.
The low dosage for this champagne serves to promote
its complex structure and fine balance. This is a traditional rosé champagne with a strong personality.

6x750ml
$58/Bottle Retail

SPECIAL CLUB 2015
The robe is golden for this champagne, adorned by fine
and delicate bubbles. The nose is strong, dominated by
hints of small black berries, and unravels its complexity
bit by bit with black chocolate and silex rock aromas,
topped by a touch of lightly candied white fruits. The
mouth is greedy and surprises by its structure and
length of morello cherry and candied orange aromas.

6x750ml
Arriving mid-June 2022
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Winemaker: Grégory Viennois

I RA NCY, B U R G U N DY
Partners in life and in wine, Delphine & Grégory
Viennois are both natives of Burgundy.
Growing up in Burgundy, it was natural that
Grégory should pursue a degree in oenology
and after college he honed his craft alongside
Nadine Gublin, winemaker for Domaine
Jacques Prieur. He also worked at Domaine de
l’Arlot. In 2001, he went to Bordeaux joining
the team at Château Smith-Haut-Lafitte in
Graves. His career continued on to the Rhône
where he became Technical Director for Michel
Chapoutier. Since 2011, Grégory has been
Technical Director for Domaine Laroche in
Chablis.
The appellation of Irancy covers 300 hectares,
of which about 180 are planted just a few
kilometers from Chablis. The south-facing
sloped vineyards enjoy a mild and sunny
micro-climate, sheltered from any cold north
winds. In the tiny village of La ChapelleVaupelteigne the Viennois family “Maison”
serves as their winery, cellars, home, and
gathering place for friends and winemakers
from this small appellation on the rise. At the
Maison Grégory and Delphine continue their
Burgundian heritage – truly homemade wines.
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Maison de la Chapelle

BOURGOGNE ALIGOTÉ 2020
From two parcels in Chitry that are vinified
in tank, the 2020 Bourgogne Aligoté
bursts with aromas of crisp orchard fruit,
honeysuckle and fresh bread. Medium
to full-bodied, satiny and concentrated,
it’s textural but chiseled, concluding with
chalky grip. It’s a real success.
– William Kelley, 89 Points Wine Advocate

SOLD OUT

IRANCY 2019
Aromas of cherries, sweet berries, smoke,
spices and petals preface the 2019
Irancy, a medium to full-bodied, lively
and succulent wine that’s matured half
in cement tank, half in wood. This has
turned out very nicely.
– William Kelley, 91 Points Wine Advocate

SOLD OUT
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IRANCY LES BÂTARDES 2019
The 2019 Irancy Les Bâtardes is beautiful,
bursting with aromas of dark berries,
cherries, clove and dark chocolate.
Medium to full-bodied, velvety and
concentrated, it’s bright and gourmand, its
refined tannins framing a generous core of
fruit. This has turned out especially well.
– William Kelley, 93 Points Wine Advocate

SOLD OUT

IRANCY LES BEAUX MONTS 2019
The 2019 Irancy Les Beaux Monts unwinds
in the glass with notions of cherries and
dark berries mingled with raw cocoa and
warm spices. Medium to full-bodied,
layered and nicely concentrated, with
tangy acids and rich, powdery tannins, it
concludes with a long, youthfully chewy
finish. This year, the Beaux Monts was
vinified with some 60% whole bunches.
– William Kelley, 92 Points Wine Advocate
SOLD OUT
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